Current hypotheses suggest speech parsing is executed by a hierarchy of oscillators in 12 auditory cortex, with auditory cortical theta (3-7 Hz) rhythms playing a key role by phase-locking to 13 syllable boundaries. These oscillators must be "flexible" to reliably synchronize to quasi-rhythmic 14 inputs, whose variable frequency can dip below cortical theta frequency (down to 1 Hz). Using 15 biophysical computational models, we found the flexibility of phase-locking to depend on the types 16 of hyperpolarizing currents that pace neural oscillators. Simulated cortical theta oscillators flexibly 17 phase-locked to slow inputs when these inputs caused both (i) spiking and (ii) the subsequent 18 buildup of outward current sufficient to delay further spiking until the next input. The greatest 19 flexibility in phase-locking arose from a synergistic interaction between intrinsic currents that was 20 not replicated by synaptic currents at similar timescales. Our results suggest synaptic and intrinsic 21 inhibition contribute to regular and flexible phase-locking in neural oscillators, respectively. 22 23 2015). Psychophysical and neurophysiological evidence suggests that this parsing, sampling, and 30 prediction are mediated by a hierarchy of brain rhythms (Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo and Poeppel, 31 2007; Nourski et al., 2009; Hertrich et al., 2012; Peelle et al., 2012; Doelling et al., 2014; Ding et al., 32 2016; Riecke et al., 2017; Zoefel et al., 2018) -periodic fluctuations in the activity of neuronal 33 populations (Buzsaki, 2006) -that mirror and align both with the temporal structure of speech and 34 with each other (Lakatos et al.
Introduction
How the cortex derives robust representations of linguistic objects remains a challenging problem. 25 Relying on both temporally proximal and distal cues about speech rate and phonology, the brain 26 subdivides the speech stream into a hierarchy of candidate phonemes, syllables, words, and 29 the cycle, and rhythms in turn nested within certain phases of the cycle (Lakatos et al., 2005) , 48 makes rhythm phase information consistent with the hierarchy of linguistic segmentation. 49 While speech is a multiscale phenomenon, the modulation spectrum of continuous speech is 50 dominated by syllabic rate amplitude fluctuations (Ohala, 1975 proposed that putative syllables segmented by rhythmic circuits are encoded by spiking in 70 oscillatory circuits, while -rhythmic circuits may overlay -timescale prosodic information on this 71 syllabic parse (Ghitza, 2017) . 72 Syllable lengths vary over syllables, speakers, and languages, within a restricted range of "ac- 73 ceptable" syllable lengths (Ghitza, 2014) . This variability places particular demands on the cortical 74 oscillators tasked with syllabic parsing. To track syllable boundaries occurring quasi-rhythmically, i.e. 75 at variable intervals, the auditory cortical oscillator must be "flexible" -able to lock, cycle-by-cycle, 76 to a quasi-rhythmic input with a broad range of instantaneous frequencies, including frequencies 77 below the oscillator's intrinsic frequency (Ghitza, 2011, 2012) . The mechanisms that enable flexibil-78 ity in phase-locking of neural oscillators remain largely unexplored. If existing phenomenological 79 models provided a complete explanation of this capability, then any oscillator should be able to 80 perform this function. We show here, however, that the subtleties of the biophysical mechanisms 81 giving rise to cortical oscillations can make a difference in their flexibility. 82 The major functional implication that concerns us is parsing. For our purposes, parsing refers 83 to the ability of an oscillator to produce an output only during certain (high-energy) segments 84 of a periodic or quasi-rhythmic input; and furthermore to produce output during every such 85 segment. These high-energy segments represent syllable boundaries (occurring during the high- 86 energy vocalic portion of the syllable). Toward this end, we explored the ability of biophysical 87 computational models of neural oscillators to exhibit phase-locked spiking to strong periodic 88 and quasi-rhythmic inputs having a range of input frequencies. Our oscillators were paced by (i) 89 -timescale synaptic inhibition, or (ii) -timescale subthreshold oscillations (STOs) resulting from 90 
where the capacitance = 2.7 reflected the large size of deep-layer cortical pyramidal cells, and 129 app , the applied current, was given by where SOM = 0.9 and app,SOM , the applied current, is constant in time. The form of each current is 134 given in Table 1 ; equilibrium voltages are given in Table 2 ; and conductance values for all six models 135 that will be introduced in Results: Modeling cortical oscillators (see Figure 1 ) are given in Table 3 . 136 The dynamics of activation variable (ranging over ℎ, K DR , , Na P , , and in Table 1) Only the expressions for Na differed slightly:
Steady-state values, time constants, and forward and backward rate functions are given in Table 4 . 141 For numerical stability, the backwards and forwards rate constants for and were converted to 142 steady-state values and time constants before integration, using the equations
The dynamics of the synaptic activation variable were given by the equation
with time constants R = 0.25 ms, D,RS→FS = 2.5 ms, and D,FS→RS = 50 ms. 146 For these curves, we varied the level of tonic applied current app over the range from 0 to 200 Hz, 147 in steps of 1 Hz. We measured the spiking rate for the last 5 seconds of a 6 second simulation, 148 omitting the transient response in the first second. 
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F-I curves
where S ( ) is the function that is 1 on set S and 0 otherwise, * = 2 for = 1, 2, ... is the set of 156 times at which pulses occur, is the frequency, = 1000 ∕ is the pulse width given the duty cycle 157 ∈ (0, 1), * is the convolution operator, and determines how square the pulse is, with = 1 being 158 roughly normal and higher being more square. For our simulations, we took = 1∕4 and = 25.
159
Variable-duration pulse trains were given by the expression
where 161 * = Σ =1 1000∕ , For our simulations, these parameters are given in Table 5 . 
where MRV stands for mean resultant vector, is the number of spikes, is the time of the ℎ 169 spike, and ( ) is the instantaneous phase of input ( PP or VP ) at frequency . 170 For PP , ( ) was obtained as the angle of the complex time series resulting from the convolution 171 of with a complex Morlet wavelet having the same frequency as the input and a length of 7 172 cycles. Since VP was composed of pulses and interpulse periods of varying duration, this procedure 173 did not yield accurate estimates of the instantaneous phase of these inputs. Instead, the following 174 procedure was used. First, the times that VP went from zero to greater than zero =1 and 175 from greater than zero to zero =1 were obtained. Second, we specified the phase of VP on 176 these points via the function 0 ( ), a piecewise constant function satisfying
where is the Dirac delta function. Finally, we determined ( ) from 0 ( ) via linear interpolation, 178 i.e. by setting ( ) to be the piecewise linear (strictly increasing) function satisfying
The resulting function ( ) advances by ∕2 over the support of each input pulse (the support is 180 the interval of time over which the input pulse is nonzero), and advances by 3 ∕2 over the time 181 interval between the supports of consecutive pulses. EPSPs, this rhythmic excitation is not required in our model, which exhibited MMOs in response to 214 tonic input ( Fig. 2D ). 215 We then constructed five additional models based on model MS (Fig. 1) . First, to obtain model 216 IS, we replaced m with inh , adjusting the leak current and the conductance of synaptic inhibition to 217 get a frequency-current (FI) curve having a rheobase and inflection point similar to that of model MS. 218 In the remaining models, only the leak current conductance was changed to produce -rhythmic 219 spiking at roughly similar values of app ; all other conductances were identical to those in models MS 220 and IS. For all remaining simulations, we fixed app so that all models exhibit spontaneous rhythmic 221 spiking at ∼7 Hz ( Fig. 1 , red circles).
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Phase-Locking Under Strong Forcing 223 We first tested whether these six oscillators entrained to different frequencies of exactly periodic (Carracedo et al., 2013) ) and model data (calibration: 50 V, 0.5 ms). band indicative of high PLV) for input strengths twice as high as any other models. In these models, 247 synaptic inhibition and m-current inhibition were both present, making the overall level of inhibition 248 higher, and simulations showed that these phenomena were related: models exhibited one-to-one 249 phase-locking increased over larger ranges of input strengths as the conductances of the m-and 250 synaptic currents were increased (Fig. S1) . 251 Next, we tested whether the frequency selectivity of phase-locking exhibited for periodic inputs 252 would carry over to quasi-rhythmic inputs, by exploring the phase-locking behavior of model 253 oscillators in response to trains of input pulses in which pulse duration, interpulse duration, and 254 pulse waveform varied from pulse to pulse (with a center frequency of 7 Hz). These irregular input 255 pulse trains probed the abilities of our oscillator models to "parse" irregular inputs. To create these 256 irregular trains of input pulses, pulse and interpulse durations were chosen (uniformly) randomly 257 from ranges of pulse "frequencies" and "duty cycles", respectively, and pulse shape and onset 258 time were similarly randomized (see Methods, Equation 2). To create a gradient of input classes 259 with different degrees of regularity, we systematically varied the intervals from which frequencies 260 (determining cycle lengths), duty cycles, pulse shapes, and pulse onset times were chosen (Table 5) ; 261 we use "bandwidth" here as a shorthand for this multi-dimensional gradient in input regularity. 262 For "narrowband" (i.e. highly regular) inputs and high input strengths, all six models showed 263 a high degree of phase-locking to the input waveforms, reflecting their ability to phase-lock to 264 periodic inputs at their intrinsic frequency (Fig. 4) . In contrast, phase-locking to "broadband" inputs 265 (i.e., irregular inputs with broad ranges of input periods, durations, and shapes) was higher for 266 the models that exhibited broader frequency ranges of phase-locking to strictly periodic inputs -267 namely, models exhibiting both K SS and m (i.e., MIS and MS). At high input strengths, model MS in 268 particular showed a high level of phase-locking that was nearly independent of input regularity ( input pulse, strong forcing leads to a burst of spiking, which in turn activates the outward currents 280 that pace the models' intrinsic rhythmicity. These inhibitory currents hyperpolarize the models, 281 causing the cessation of spiking for at least a period, and in some cases much longer. If the pause 282 in spiking is sufficiently long to delay further spiking until the next input arrives, phase-locking is 283 achieved, given that the next strong input pulse causes spiking. Thus, the strength and duration of 284 the post-input hyperpolarization determines the duration of the pause in spiking, and this in turn 285 determines the lower (frequency) limit of phase-locking to periodic inputs for the oscillator, which, 286 as we have shown, is related to the frequency flexibility of phase-locking to irregular inputs. 287 The dynamics of intrinsic and synaptic currents determine the length of this pause and its 288 dependence on input strength. To observe how the dynamics of outward currents contributed to 289 the length of the delay in spiking following an input pulse, we explored model responses to single 290 (excitatory) input pulses (Fig. 5 ). As expected, the delay of spiking in response to a single, strong 291 input pulse lasting 50 ms corresponded overall to the frequency flexibility of phase-locking in our 292 models, being shortest in model M and longest in model MS (Fig. 5) . The gating variables of the 293 three outward currents simulated in our models offered an explanation for the observed patterns 294 of phase-locking frequency flexibility (Fig. 6) . We describe the dynamics of these currents during 295 and after the input pulse, from simple to complex. 296 The simplest current to understand is inh (Fig. 6, purple The super-slow K current builds up dramatically during the input pulse (Fig. 6, green) , and decays 312 slowly, increasing the latency of the first spike following the input pulse substantially (Fig. 5 ). This 313 slow-building outward current interacts differently, however, with synaptic and intrinsic -timescale 314 currents. 315 In model IS, both inh and K SS decay monotonically following an input pulse, until the total level 316 of hyperpolarization is low enough to permit another spike. The spike burst in response to the input 317 pulse means that the effective level of inhibition due to inh is much higher than the effective level 318 of inhibition due to K SS ; thus, the delay in spiking following the input terminates after the synaptic 319 activation variable has decayed below the level * at which the cell spikes spontaneously, but well 320 before the activation of K SS has returned to spontaneous levels (Fig. 6, model IS) . Nevertheless, K SS 321 and inh appear to interact additively to produce hyperpolarization and a pause in spiking in the RS 322 cell. 323 In model MS, the conductance of m is again much higher than the conductance of K SS . However, 324 in this model, the K SS activation must decay to levels much lower than "baseline" before the oscillator 325 spikes again, even though there are times during the delay in spiking following the input pulse at 326 which both m and K SS are less active than during baseline spiking (e.g., ∼0.45 and ∼0.6 seconds, 327 Fig. 6) . Notably, the m-current activation increases for the duration of the delay period, with subtle 328 oscillatory fluctuations riding the increase. These dynamics suggest a more complex relationship 329 between m and K SS . While a full analysis is outside the scope of this paper, we hypothesize that 330 this synergistic effect is due to the STOs present in model MS. (for example, the timescale m-current) could function in this way. 359 We have also shown, we believe for the first time, a synergy in our models between a slow and a 360 super-slow K current. While a full analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, we conjecture that 361 the synergy depends on the subthreshold oscillations (STOs) engendered by the slow K current 362 (the m-current) in our models, as is suggested by a comparison between our IS, MIS, and MS 363 models. In model IS, there are no STOs, and the interaction between -timescale inhibition (which is 364 synaptic) and K SS is additive. In models MIS and MS, where STOs result from interactions between 365 the m-current and the persistent sodium current, the interaction between K SS and -timescale 366 hyperpolarization (mediated by the m-current) is not additive, but synergistic, producing a longer 367 delay than would result from the sum of the two phenomena acting in isolation. 368 The fact that our oscillators can phase-lock to quasi-rhythmic as well as periodic inputs is largely 369 a consequence of the mechanism of phase-locking in the regime of strong forcing. Since inputs are 370 generally strong enough to cause spiking, phase-locking is dependent less on the phase at which 371 an input arrives than on the delay caused by each input. If an input arrives before the end of that 372 delay, it causes a spike, and phase-locking occurs. However, decreased phase-locking for inputs 373 having a large range of instantaneous frequencies occurs in our models due to both "missed" spikes 374 during the high-excitability phase of the input and "extra" spikes during the low-excitability phase of 375 the input. These "missed" spikes may be due to the properties of our oscillators in the weak-forcing 376 regime (see Discussion: Relationship to previous work). 377 Our model MIS is perhaps the most physiologically realistic, in that neurons in deep cortical 378 layers are likely to exhibit all three outward currents studied in this paper. Significantly, this model 379 exhibits both frequency selectivity in phase-locking at low input strengths, and frequency flexibility 380 in phase-locking at high input strengths (Fig. 4) . Input gain can depend on a variety of factors, 381 including attention, stimulus novelty and salience, and whether the input is within-or cross-modality. 382 A mechanism that allows input gain to determine the degree of phase-locking frequency flexibility 383 could enable the differential processing of inputs based on these attributes. 2010). In this regime, a neural oscillator stays close to a limit cycle during and after forcing, and as 388 a result the phase of the oscillator is well-defined throughout forcing. Furthermore, the change 389 in phase induced by an input is small (less than a full cycle), can be calculated, and can be plotted 390 as a function of the phase at which the input is applied, resulting in a phase-response curve (PRC). 391 In this work, we have focused on strong and non-instantaneous forcing. Our results pertain to 392 a dynamical regime in which PRC theory does not apply. Namely, our forcing is strong and long 393 enough that our oscillators complete multiple cycles during the input pulse, and as a result the 394 phase at the end of forcing is not guaranteed to be a function of the phase at which forcing begins. 395 Furthermore, in oscillators which contain K SS , the dynamics of this slow current adds an additional 396 dimension, which makes it impossible to describe the state of these oscillators in terms of a simple 397 phase variable. Not only the phase of the oscillator, but also its amplitude (which is impacted by 398 the activation of K SS ), determine its dynamics. 399 We have focused on the timescale, and our results highlight in particular the properties of (Zoefel et al., 2018) . 448 In terms of speech comprehension, the information in syllabic rate amplitude fluctuations is Oever and Sack, 2015) . 457 The average spoken syllable lasts about the period of a 3 Hz oscillation, and temporal com-458 pression increasing the syllabic rate above 9 Hz results in a sharp drop in speech intelligibility 459 that can be rescued by "repackaging" -inserting gaps of silence into the speech signal -with the 460 highest levels of comprehension occurring when 333 ms segments of natural speech are delivered 461 at rates below 9 Hz (Ghitza and Greenberg, 2009 ). Recent research shows that cortical speech-brain 462 entrainment occurs for syllabic rates as high as 13 Hz, a speed at which speech is unintelligible, 463 while -frequency activity is abnormal in response to this unintelligible compressed speech (Pefkou 464 et al., 2017). This suggests that the upper syllabic rate limit on speech intelligibility arises from the 465 timescale of mnemonic processing (with a -rhythmic signature) in structures downstream from the 466 cortical oscillators responsible for syllabic parsing (Pefkou et al., 2017) . This is in agreement with 467 our finding that the upper frequency boundary on phase-locking for our models extends well above 468 9 Hz, and is largely determined by input strength. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that task-related 469 auditory cortical entrainment operates most reliably over the 1-9 Hz (syllabic) ranges (Lakatos et al.,
. 471 For the accurate parsing of syllables, we are not interested in the ability of an oscillator to . Dependence of One-to-One Phase Locking on Inhibitory Conductance. We multiplied the conductances m and inh in model MIS by factors of 1 3 , 1 2 , 3 4 , 1, and 5 4 , and then computed plots of PLV for different input frequencies and strengths, as in Fig. 3 . The bright yellow band in each figure, representing the region of one-to-one phase-locking, depends on the size of m and inh ; both increase from left to right. Figure S2 . Varying Tonic Input to Model MS. We altered the tonic input strength app to model MS, and gave periodic pulse inputs of strength PP = 1 at varying frequencies. For lower levels of tonic input, phase-locking is closer to one-to-one for low frequency inputs, but many high frequency input cycles are "missed"; for higher levels of tonic input, phase-locking is one-to-one for high frequency inputs, but many-to-one for low frequency inputs. 
